Three dimensional analysis of unmyelinated fibers in normal and pathologic autonomic nerves.
The technique of serial-section electron microscopy and diagrammatic three dimensional reconstructions has been used to assess normal and pathological unmyelinated nerve fibers from a peripheral autonomic nerve: the rat cervical sympathetic trunk. Within this predominantly unmyelinated nerve, there is a complex arrangement of axons into longitudinally oriented bundles brought together by chains of Schwann cells. Each bundle is subdivided into smaller components by the cytoplasmic processes of Schwann cells; such subdivisions, which are basal lamina-enclosed masses of Schwann cell cytoplasm, when viewed on cross-sectional electron micrographs, are termed Schwann cell units. The size and shape of each Schwann cell unit varies along the length of fibres, but the diameter of individual axons shows little variation over the segments studied. Axonal branching was not observed in normal unmyelinated nerves. Crush injury and x-irradiation produces different patterns of alteration in the axon-Schwann cell relationships of unmyelinated nerves. Following crush injury, Schwann cell processes increase in diameter and contain numerous small diameter axonal sprouts. Many of the regenerating axons remain thin while others reacquire a normal diameter. X-irradiation affects Schwann cells leading to retraction of their processes and the appearance of naked axonal segments.